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CONE LATTICES OF UPPER SEMICONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

GERALD BEER

ABSTRACT. Let X be a compact metric space. A well-known theorem of

M. H. Stone states that if fî is a vector lattice of continuous functions on

X that separates points and contains a nonzero constant function, then the

uniform closure of fi is C(X). In this article we generalize Stone's sufficient

conditions to the upper semicontinuous functions on X topologized in a natural

way.

Let X be a compact metric space with metric d and let C(X) denote the real

valued continuous functions on X, made a normed linear space by defining the

norm of each / in C(X) by the formula ||/|| — supieX |/(x)|. Dense sublattices fi

of C(X) are characterized by the Stone Approximation Theorem [5]: fi is dense if

and only if for each e > 0, for each (xi, x2) in X X X, and for each / in C(X), there

exists h in fi such that \h(x{) — /(xi)| < e and \h(x2) — /(x2)| < e. If one knows

that, in addition, fi is a vector space, then the following conditions are sufficient

for fi to be dense: fi separates points and contains a nonzero constant function.

In [2] this author generalized the purely lattice theoretic Stone Approximation

Theorem to the lattice of real valued upper semicontinuous functions UC(X) on

a compact metric space X by viewing UC(X) as a subspace of the hyperspace of

X X R: if h E UC(X) we identify h with its hypograph

hypofe ass {(x, a): a < h(x)}

a closed subset of XxR- Choosing a metric compatible with the product uniformity

on X X R (p[(xi,cti),(x2,a2)] = max{d(xi,x2), |c*i — a2|} is computationally

the simplest), we define the distance D between two u.s.c. functions to be the

Hausdorff distance between their hypographs. D-convergence for u.s.c. functions

can be described without reference to the metric D: a sequence {/„} in UC(X)

D-converges to / if and only if, for each x in X,

(i) whenever {xn} -♦ x then lim supn_00 fn(xn) < /(x);

(ii) there exists a sequence {xn} —> x such that limn-^ /„(xn) = f(x).

In the context of compact spaces D-convergence for u.s.c. functions is dual to

the notion of infimal convergence for lower semicontinuous functions introduced by

Wijsman [6], later termed T~ convergence by De Giorgi and Franzoni [3], and now

called epi-convergence [4].

DEFINITION. A class fi of real valued functions on a compact metric space X

is said to isolate points in X X fi if whenever (xi,oti) and (x2,a2) are points in

X X R such that either xi y¿ x2 or xi = x2 and cti < ct2 then there exists h in

fi such that (xi, ai) G int hypo h and a2 > h(x2).
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DEFINITION. A class fi of u.s.c. functions on a compact metric space X is said

to be upper dense in UC(X) if for each / G UC(X) and each e > 0 there exists

h E fi satisfying h > f and D(h, f) < e.
The main result of [2] can now be stated; we note that the "if" implication is

actually proved in [1].

THEOREM A. Let X be a compact metric space and let fi be a sublattice of

UC(X). Then fi isolates points inX XR if and only ifU is upper dense in UC(X).

If fi is upper dense, then since fi is a lattice, each / in UC(X) is the D-limit of a

decreasing sequence of functions in fi. For decreasing sequences of u.s.c. functions,

D-convergence is equivalent to pointwise convergence. From this fact, the Stone

Approximation Theorem easily follows from Theorem A and Dini's Theorem.

We now generalize the vector lattice sufficient conditions to UC(X). Unfortu-

nately, UC(X) is not a vector space; however, it is a cone, i.e., it is closed under

addition and under multiplication by nonnegative scalars. To state our conditions

in the simplest form we mention an alternative expression of membership to the

interior of the hypograph of a function. If / : X —► R we define the lower envelope

/: X -• [—00,00) of / by the formula f_(x) = sup5>0inf{/(y): y E Bg[x]} where

Bg[x] denotes the closed ball of radius 8 about x. We leave it to the reader to verify

the following facts:

(i) /(x) = f(x) if and only if / is lower semicontinuous at x;

(ii) (x, a) G int hypo / if and only if a < /(x).

THEOREM l. LetX be a compact metric space and let fi be a cone sublattice of

UC(X). Suppose that fi contains the constant functions and for each (a, b) inXXX

where a 7^ b there exists h G fi such that h(a) > h(b). Then fi is D-upper dense in

UC(X).

PROOF. We need only show that fi isolates points in X X fi- We consider three

cases for points (x1; cti) and (x2, ct2) in the product: (i) Xi = x2 and ai < q2) (ii)

xi 7= x2 and a2 < q1; (iii) xi y¿ x2 and a2 > cti.

Case (i). The constant function h = $(ai + a2) isolates (xi, cti) from (x2, a2).

Case (ii). Choose h E fi such that h(xi) > h(x2). By the definition of the lower

envelope there exists 8 > 0 such that

a = inf{%): y E Bs[xi]} > h(x2).

Since fi is closed under addition and under multiplication by nonnegative scalars

ai— a2 + 2
9 =-,,    ;    ■(h — a)

a — h(x2)

belongs to fi. Clearly g is nonnegative on Bs[xi] and gr(x2) = a2 — ai — 2. Set

v = g + ai -4- 1. Then v(x2) = a2 — 1 and for each y in B^xi] v(y) > cti -\- 1.

It follows that v E fi and that v isolates (xi, cti) from (x2, a2).

Case (iii). Let h, 8, and a have the same meaning as in case (ii). Then g =

h 4- ai — %[a -\- h(x2)] is in fi. Moreover, g(x2) = cti — ^[a — h(x2)] < cti < a2

and for each y E Bg[xi],

g(y) > a + «i — \[a + h(x2)] > ax.

Thus g isolates (xi, a{) from (x2, a2).
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By the remarks following Theorem A, Stone's vector lattice sufficient conditions

immediately fall out of Theorem 1. The details are left to the reader.

THEOREM 2. Let X be a compact metric space and let fi be a cone sublattice of

UC(X). Suppose thatQ contains the constant functions, and each D-u.s.c. monotone

positively homogeneous functional <j> : fi —► R has a unique extension <f>* : UC(X) -+

[—oo, oo) with the same properties. Then fi is D-upper dense in UC(X).

PROOF. Suppose fi is not .D-upper dense. Since C(X) is .D-upper dense, there

exists a continuous function / which cannot be D-approximated from above by

members of fi. Since fi contains the constants and the Hausdorff distance D between

hypographs defined in terms of the metric on X X fi described earlier is invariant

under vertical translation, we can assume that / > 1. Choose X > 0 such that for

each /i G fi, h> f implies that D(h, f) > X. For each h G UC(X) set

F(h) = {a>0:h/a>f},

E(h) = {a > 0: h/ct > f and 3z E X such that h(z)/a > f(z) + X}.

For each h E UC(X), E(h) Ç. F(h); moreover, the following are equivalent: (i)

E(h) f¿ 0, (ii) F(h) y¿ 0, (iii) inf{h(x) : x G X} > 0. Whenever E(h) is nonempty

the upper semicontinuity of h, the continuity of /, and the compactness of X

together imply that sup E(h) E E(h). Thus, we may define the following functional

ip: UC(X)^R:

m=imtt*E{h)   if E(h)^V)
lo otherwise.

Clearly rp is both monotone and positively homogeneous. To show that tp is D-u.s.c,

we show that for each a, tp~ 1([a, oo)) is D-closed. This is trivial for a < 0. If

a > 0 let {hn} be a sequence in tp~ 1([ct, oo)), D-convergent to an u.s.c. function

h. Then (i) for each x G X and for each n G Z+, (l/a)hn(x) > /(x), (ii) for each

n G Z+ there exists zn E X such that (l/ct)hn(zn) > f(zn) + X. We now apply

the convergence class description of the D-topology. At each point x,

Kx) ^ ,. hn(x)
- > hm sup —— > f(x).

a „^oo      a

By passing to a subsequence we can assume {zn} converges to some point z. Since

/ G C(X) we have

^ > lim sup ^^ > lim sup f(zn) + X = f{z) + X.
a n—foo a n—>oo

This proves that tp is D-u.s.c It is even easier to see that a: UC(X) —► R, defined

by
(máximo   iîF(h)^<d,
(O otherwise,

is monotone, positively homogeneous, and D-u.s.c.

Now if h E fi and h/a > /, the fact that

sup
x£X

%)-f(x)
a <;•')

>D -,/   >X

implies the existence of z E X such that (l/ct)h(z) > f(z) + X. Hence, if h G fi

and E(h) ^ 0, we have E(h) = F(h).   As a result ^|fi = <r|fi.   We have thus
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produced a monotone positively homogeneous D-u.s.c. functional on fi with two

different extensions, for o(f) = 1 whereas ij)(f) < 1.

Two remarks are in order. First, the condition on the extension of functionals

on fi is also necessary for fi to be D-upper dense. This follows from Theorem 4 of

[1] which shows the "first Daniell extension" of any monotone D-u.s.c functional

<j> on a D-upper dense sublattice of UC(X) to be the unique monotone D-u.s.c.

extension of <j> to UC(X). Clearly, if <j> is positively homogeneous, so is the Daniell

extension. Second, we cannot conclude from the proof of Theorem 2 that the ability

to extend D-continuous monotone positively homogeneous functionals, on a cone

sublattice fi that contains the constants, forces the cone sublattice to be D-upper

dense. We cannot expect the functional a defined in the proof to be D-continuous.

For example, suppose / G C[0,1] and / > 1. Let hn be the function whose graph

consists of two line segments, one joining (0,0) to (1/n, 1); the other joining (1/n, 1)

to (1,1). Although {hn} D-converges to 1, for each n, a(hn) = 0; whereas cr(l) =

[sup{/(x): 0< x < l}]-1 >0.

We close with a new density theorem for C(X) with respect to the norm topology.

THEOREM 3. Let X be a compact metric space. Let fi be a cone sublattice of

C(X) that contains the constant functions. Then fi is dense in C(X) with respect to

the norm topology if and only if each monotone positively homogeneous functional

<¡> : fi —► R that is continuous with respect to the norm topology has a unique monotone

positively homogeneous D-u.s.c. extension cj)* : UC(X) —* [—oo, oo).

PROOF. If fi is dense in C(X) in the usual sense, then since C(X) is D-upper

dense in UC(X) and the norm topology on C(X) (or UC(X)) is stronger than the

D-topology, fi must be D-upper dense in UC(X). Since fi Ç C(X), by Theorem 5

of [1], a monotone functional 0: fi —► R is u.s.c. with respect to the norm topology if

and only if it is D-u.s.c. The necessity of the condition now follows from Theorem

4 of [1] cited previously. Conversely, if fi is not dense in C(X) with the norm

topology, it is not D-upper dense in UC(X). Using the construction in the proof

of Theorem 2 the functional <r|fi is a continuous functional with respect to the

norm topology (but not with respect to the D-topology) that admits more than one

D-u.s.c. extension to UC(X).
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